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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 About Knowledge Base System
The Knowledge Base System is developed as a part of the Real Time Streamflow Forecasting
and Reservoir Operation System (RTSF & ROS) for Krishna and Bhima River Basins in
Maharashtra.
The Knowledge Base System (KBS) includes
1. Comprehensive GIS and time series database accessible to all key stakeholders and
operators
2. Facilities to analyze hydro-climate data
The main output is the knowledge base system designed and installed with all historical
hydro-meteorological data, river flows and levels, irrigation data, reservoirs data, available
satellite images and other GIS data collected and populated in the database. The database
system is flexible to receive any additional data from other sources. Also the features include
update and incorporation new data. For the real time data, links have been established with
RTDAS, RIMES, IMD and others.
The KBS also includes other elements to support water management activities:




Processing and analysis of GIS and time series data: Tools are available to easily
import data to the KBS database and make this data available to all relevant personnel
with intranet access to the server. The user organization may thus provide common
access to maps and time series data for all relevant personnel. A range of tools are
provided to analyse, display, and quality assure the data or export it for external use.
Informing the public on the water resources situation:While the tools mentioned
above can be applied to prepare relevant tables and graphs of data and indicators, the
KBS also facilitates setting up web-pages with information to the general public or
selected users. The information may include reservoir levels compared to the usual
levels at the current time of year.

The tools and components of the KBS are all inter-linked and connected to the central
database, providing a flexible and powerful KBS.
The system may be installed at all relevant offices WRD, from where intranet access to the
KBS server can be established, so that that it becomes a central hub for data, maps, models,
and other information.

1.2 About this Manual
The manual includes the full documentation as part of the on-line help system. By pressing
the F1 key in the dialogs, the documentation is also accessed.
The purpose of the overview section, ref. KNOWLEDGE BASE SYSTEM overview is to
provide just enough information for the user to get started. It is also recommended to read the
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time series and GIS section, ref. Time series and GIS manager in KNOWLEDGE BASE
SYSTEM before you start working in KBS platform.
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2 KBS OVERVIEW
The KBS front-end is shown in Figure 2-1. It includes Explorers for the different components,
such as the GIS data, model scenarios, time series data etc., a central data view, where maps,
tables, and charts are displayed, and a window showing the properties of the currently
selected item. The windows can be moved and docked to suit the user. KBS tool provides
functionalities within a GIS environment for many kinds of investigations.

Figure 2-1 The Knowledge Base System (KBS). The panel to the left holds the explorers which are stacked as
tabs at the bottom of the panel. The central panel holds the data view, while the panel to the right holds the
properties control

The KBS is based on a plug-in architecture where content and functionality is added to the
shell by loading one or more so-called Managers. Each manager may add one or more
Explorer and/or Data views to the shell. Moreover, each manager may also supply a number
of tools to the toolbox.
The philosophy behind KBS is to be a simple, intuitive and easy- to-use "office" package,
which serves the analysis needs, large or small, for water resources practitioners. The main
components, which Knowledge Base System supports, are listed below and briefly described
in subsequent sections.


Geographical Information



Time series



SWDES\GWDES Import



Spread Sheet
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2.1 Geographical information
The KBS enables import, storage, and management of GIS data in the database. Tools are
available to process and analyse the GIS data and model output in a spatial context. Sample
applications of the GIS facilities in the KBS are given below.
For gauging stations it is possible and recommended to establish links between the point layer
showing the location of stations and the time series themselves. Five neighbouring rainfall
stations have been selected from the map in the example given in Figure 2-2 and the
corresponding data chosen through “map selection” to produce the graphs of accumulated
rainfall.

Figure 2-2 Rainfall stations in the same area have been selected from a map and the associates rainfall plotted to see,
if any deviate from the general pattern.

Colour coding is a useful way of illustrating data associated to a point, such as a gauging
station, or to an area, such as catchments. The example below shows colour coded catchments
of Krishna & Bhima basins.
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Figure 2-3 - Map of the colour-coded Catchments in Krishna and Bhima basins

GIS layers may be exported in different formats. The example below shows the result of a
KML export, used for import to Google Earth. If the geographical coordinates are accurate,
this can be used e.g. to get familiar with the location of e.g. a groundwater well, as in the
example below, before visiting the site. If the coordinates are less accurate, this facility may
help improving the accuracy, e.g. by checking that a river gauging station is actually located
at the river.

Figure 2-4 - A GIS layer may be exported as a KML file to be viewed in Google Earth
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A buffer zone representing the areas, which are within 1 km from an irrigation canal, has been
derived in the example given below. The zone has subsequently been used to select all
groundwater wells located within the zone and thus potentially affected by seepage from the
canals.

Figure 2-5 A buffer zone generated around irrigation canals is applied to select the groundwater wells located
within a given distance from a canal.

2.2

Time series
The Time Series Manager of the KBS provides management functionality for storing,
querying, importing and exporting time series data. In addition the time series component
offers a suite of tools for visualising, analysing and processing one or more time series. The
time series component may also be used to view data prior to model simulations and to
analyse and visualise model simulation outputs.
Typical uses of the Time Series Manager are listed below
Table 2-1

Time Series Manager, Generalised Use Cases

Task

Principal activities

Create Time
series

Creating new time series in the KBS Database. This can be accomplished
by importing time series, using time series tools, running models or directly
by creating them within the KBS.

Edit Time series

Activities include selecting the time series, adding it to a data table, editing
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Task

Principal activities
time stamps and/or values and saving it.

Export time
series

Export time series data from the KBS database to a native modelling tool or
the file system.
Activities include selection of the time series that shall be exported and
selection of output format.

Filter Time
series

Defining search criteria for looking-up time series in the database.
Activities include specifying search parameters like name, type of time
series, time series generated from specified scenarios, associated with
selected features etc.

Import Time
series

Importing time series data to the database from e.g. Excel or SWDES, see
2.3.
Activities include formatting the input time series file to a supported layout,
specifying the data type and unit for the input data, and providing the time
series with a name.

Inspect Time
series

Looking at time series attributes and meta-data
Activities include looking-up time series, selecting time series, showing
time series attributes and showing associated meta-data.

Use Time series
tool

Processing time series.
Activities include selecting of one or more time series to process, selecting
the appropriate tool(s), setting tool specific parameters, executing the tool
to modify the time series data and storing the output in the database.
Examples are – data QA, time-step resampling, gap-filling, data summary
tables.

Visualize time
series

Display time series
Activities include selection of time series, adding time series to an existing
or new chart or table and customizing the chart or table.
Examples are – plot time series, view time series values in table.

A few examples of time series analysis are given below.
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Figure 2-6: The daily rainfall at Indapur (top graph) has been resampled to monthly values (middle) and to yearly
values (bottom) in this plot. The resampled data can be stored or exported.

Figure 2-7 : The discharge data at Nihoje (top) has been applied to derive a duration curve (bottom), indicating the
fraction of the time that the flow exceeds a give value.

2.3

SWDES / GWDES import
A range of tools are available for importing data in various formats. A special tool has been
developed for import of data from a SWDES or GWDES database, which is the standard
database for surface water data applied by the participating states. The interface is shown
below for the SWDES data retrieval.
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Figure 2-8

SWDES data import tool

The user specifies the name of the “SWDES database” and where the data should be stored in
the KBS database. The user can select some or all of the available data types and select all or
some of the stations. When importing data of stations, which already exist in the KBS
database, the user can choose to overwrite or append the data.
A few, special functionalities:


When a time series is imported to the KBS it is associated to a GIS layer or the
corresponding gauging stations. The layer is automatically created.



Daily data in SWDES does not include information on the time of day the data has been
observed. The user can add this information.



Gaps in the data may be filled with, initially, empty values at each time step. This is
important for rainfall data, which is later applied to assess catchment rainfall, as
indications of missing values will prompt the calculation of mean areal rainfall to be
based on reporting stations only.

Figure 2-9 Selection of stations to be imported from a SWDES database
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2.4 Spread Sheets
The spread sheet Manager provides the user with capabilities for working with KBS data
from within an “EXCEL”-like spread sheet environment. This includes functionality for
accessing, processing and visualising data stored in the database and for executing ad-hoc
calculations, displaying tabular data such as dam storage curves and running KBS tools in the
spread sheet environment. The built-in spread sheet functions may be applied in parallel to
KBS tools in your spread sheet.
Spread sheets are typically applied for post-processing of model results to provide
information readily applicable for decision making. An example of this is shown below,
indicating the likelihood of filling a reservoir during the wet season considering the current
level and date. The river basin model has been run to calculate the reservoir level variation
each year within the available time series of historical reservoir inflow, starting from the same
level every 1st August. Statistics on the calculated levels have then been set up in the spread
sheet to calculate the average over the 39 years along with the 10% and 90% percentiles.
Where a number of reservoirs are located in the upstream part of a basin, these statistics may
be applied to select reservoirs from where early releases may be made during the monsoon for
downstream users and to limit the flood risks later in the monsoon without seriously reducing
the likelihood of filling the reservoirs during the monsoon.

Figure 2-10 The available 39 years of reservoir inflow has been applied to provide this statistics on how the
reservoir level may be expected to vary over the coming months, starting at the actual level in mid-October. The
average water level variation is shown along with the 10% and 90% percentiles.
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3 GIS MANAGER IN KNOWLEDGE BASE SYSTEM

The GIS manager provides the ability to work with GIS maps within the KBS. It offers a
number of visualization options as well as tools for spatial processing.
Similar to any other KBS manager the GIS manager is organized around four different
components:


The GIS explorer that provides functionality for organizing GIS data (e.g. feature
classes).



Map data view for visualizing spatial data.



A property dialogue that holds properties on Missing
the selected
spatial object.
Values



Tools explorer that contains a list of available tools for spatial processing based on
the selected spatial object.

3.1 Terminology
Feature class: A feature class in the GIS Manager may be of type point, line or polygon. A
feature class contains feature geometries and a set of associated attributes Feature classes are
managed using the GIS explorer in feature class groups.

Figure 3.1 Feature class represented in the form of point
shape file icon in GIS manager view

Attributes: Each feature class defines various “attributes” such as “id”, “name1_”. The value
for an attribute may vary, and usually varies, from one feature to another. Each row in the
attribute table represents a specific feature.
19

Feature layer: It represents how a feature class is represented in the Map data view. A
“Feature” is a specific point, line or polygon within a feature class that is displayed in the
map. The “legend” is the list of feature layers and that appears in the Map data view. The
layout of a Feature layer is controlled by clicking a feature layer in the legend and modifying
the feature layer properties in the properties control.

3.2 Organizing GIS data
GIS data are stored in the database and may be queried and organized in groups using the GIS
explorer. The GIS explorer provides access to standard explorer functionality related to
organizing groups and feature classes.
All GIS vector data exposed in the GIS explorer are denoted “feature classes”. If a feature
class is added to a map the visualization of a feature class is denoted a “feature layer”.
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3.2.1

Create New Group
Create a new group by right clicking on the root node or an existing group, and select Add
New Group from the context menu. The new group is created as a subgroup under the root
(database) node or the group that was selected. Once the new group has been added it can be
renamed by right clicking on the group. Additional functionality for copy, cut, delete and
paste groups are also available. Shortcuts for each of these action are also available (see
context menu). Once a group have been created it can be populated with GIS data either by
importing GIS data or by using “Create New Feature Class….”

3.2.2

Create Spatial Data
New GIS data may be created from scratch or imported using an import tool. GIS data are
stored as feature classes in the database. Right-click on a Group node and select “Create new
feature class”.

To create a new feature class name, geometry type (point, line, and polygon) and projection
must be defined. Note that the Name field cannot contain “space” or any special characters.
Optionally an attribute fields may be defined (default is none). In this case a field named
“Name” has been defined as a string with length 15 characters. Press OK to create the feature
class.
21

In order to create new features in the feature class first add the (empty) feature class to an
Active map or to a New Map. Select the new feature class in the active layer drop-down
dialogue (hint: the order they appear depend on the order they were added to the map).

Select “Start Editing” in the tool bar. Choose “Sketch New Feature” and simply start
digitizing the feature on the screen. To complete a polygon or line feature simply double click
on the map. To save edits press the “save “button in the toolbar. To stop editing press the
“stop editing” button in the toolbar.
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3.2.3

Import Spatial Data
Feature classes can be created in the database using an import tool. To activate the import tool
first click on the database node in the GIS explorer. In the Tools Explorer choose the import
tool that you want. If pressing “Run” on the tool property dialogue a wizard will appear
assisting the input specifications. Please refer to the section “GIS Tools for vector data” for
further detail on the individual import tools.

3.2.4

Export Spatial Data
Feature classes can be exported to a file system using an export tool. To activate the export
tool simply click on the feature class to be exported, In the Tools Explorer choose the export
tool that you want. Please refer to the section “GIS Tools for vector data” for further detail on
the individual export tools.

3.2.5

Working with Map data view
The map data view provides functionality for navigation and layout. All navigations options
are available in the toolbar in the top of the GIS data view and layout options are available
through the property control. Some examples on Map view functionality is provided below.
To add new data to a map view first query the database e.g. use “*” to get the full database
contents. Right click on a feature class and choose “Add to New Map…” from the context
menu. To add more data to an existing map data view choose “Add to active map…”.Feature
classes are now visualized as feature layers in the Map data view with a predefined simple
style.
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3.2.6

Map navigation and properties
Basic navigation functionality such as zoom in and out, pan is located in the Map data view
toolbar.

The “Select object” mode allows for choosing objects such as the map data view itself or the
feature layer legend. Clicking somewhere on the map data view displays the general Map
properties. These allows for modifying back-ground colour, adding titles, scales, north arrow
and display some of the non-editable map properties (e.g. coordinate system).
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Clicking on a Feature layer in the legend displays the associated properties of that particular
feature layer including the styles to use when drawing the feature layer. Each style provides
various options for changing the appearance of how a feature class is displayed including
layout, colour coding, text labelling etc. Please refer to “Map Layout Options” for details.

3.2.7

Map layout option
Feature classes may be presented in the map data view using feature class attribute values to
create different types of color scales and legend. To modify the appearance of a feature layer
click select the relevant legend in the map data view.
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The associated property dialogue provides a number of options for changing the appearance of a
feature layer. The “style type” contains a list of different feature layer styles.

Clicking the Map data view provides a limited number of general map options such as “North
arrow”, “Scale” and “Title”. Clicking a specific feature class in the tree view opens the
feature class properties. In relation to map layout only the “Display Attribute” is relevant. The
“Display attribute” will be added to the map if the “Text style” -> “Visible” is set to True in
the Feature layer properties.

3.2.8

Selecting features
Click “Select features” in the toolbar Select features by clicking on the map. Note that only
features on the “active layer” can be selected (here Ethiopia is selected). Multiple features can
be selected by holding SHIFT key when clicking on features or by dragging the mouse while
clicking for draw a rectangle. All features intersecting the rectangle will be selected.
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3.2.9

Selecting features using spatial query tools
Different spatial query tools are available. The spatial query button is enabled if one or more
features have been selected.

All spatial query tools require that a “selection layer” is defined. The selection layer contains
features to be selected using a spatial query. E.g. a query could be “find dams located within
Ethiopia”. This query would require:
1: The feature “Ethiopia” is selected in the feature class “Countries”
2: The feature class “Dams” is used as “selection layer”. The result would be as illustrated in
the graphics. If the attribute data table is open during a spatial query the selected features will
be highlighted in the table view as well as on the map.
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3.2.10 Selecting features by querying by attributes
Selection of active layer and attribute Query is displayed as:

Example 1:
This query selects all features where attribute “name1_” starts with the letter “E”.

Example 2:
This query selects all features with attribute “area” between 100,000 and 400,000. The result
of the above query on a specific feature class is illustrated to the right.

Note that map view and data table are synchronized Note that the two queries in Example 1
and Example 2 could be combined in one joint query.
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3.2.11 Saving selected features in a new feature class
If individual features have been selected in the map, either using the selection tool or using
spatial or attribute query tools, the selected features may be saved in a new feature class. Use
the “To database” tool to save the selected features to a new feature class. See “To database”
tool for further details.

3.2.12 Editing GIS data
Various on-screen editing functionality are available for modifying or adding features. Basic
editing functionality is described below. The geometry of GIS feature classes (vector data)
can be edited using on-screen editing functionality. All editing functionality is available
through the GIS toolbar associated with the Map data view.

To edit a feature class first select the “active layer” from the pull-down menu. In the example
two feature classes are added to the Map View and the feature class “Countries” are selected
as active layer
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In order to edit first bring the active layer in “Edit mode” by selecting the Start Editing
button.

During editing you may save edits using the “Save edits” button.

Once editing is complete the edit process is terminated using the “Stop editing” button. If
current edit session has edit, when stop editing user is asked whether to save the edits. Editing
is done on the map by selecting (clicking) and subsequently modifying individual features. To
modify existing features click “Edit features” (this is the selected by default when starting to
edit)

To edit a feature simply click the feature on the map. This will enable editing of all points on
the feature. Use the edit handlers on the screen for rotating, scaling or moving the entire
feature (all points on the feature).

Click and drag to move individual points. Click on the feature border (line) to add new points.
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3.2.13 Adding features to a feature class
Choose “Sketch new feature” to add new features to the feature class. Sketch the feature by
adding individual points and finish by double-click.

Press “Stop editing” to save edits and leave Edit mode.

3.2.14 Editing feature attribute values
Feature class attributes can be edited using a Data table view. To activate the data table right
click on a feature and select “Add to data table …”

Attribute values can be edited directly in the data view. Once a field is edited changes are
saved using the “Save” button. Attribute values can be copied and pasted into the spread
sheets (spread sheet manager or excel) where data can be manipulated and pasted back into
the data table.
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Synchronized attribute table and map selection. Multi select by “shift + click”.

3.2.15 Edit feature class attributes fields
Attributes can be added to a feature class or removed from a feature class attribute table. To
edit attributes select a feature class and choose “Edit attributes” from the context menu.
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Add or remove attribute fields as desired

3.2.16 Clip features
Clip features remove everything located outside a user specified region. To use Clip features
select the active layer and press the “Edit”. Digitize the region on the map and end by “double
click”.

3.2.17 Split features
A Split feature splits any features along a user defined line. To use Split features select the
active layer and press the “start editing” button. Digitize the split line on the map. End by
double click.

3.2.18 Merge features
Merge features combines two or more selected features into one feature. To use merge
features select the active layer and press the “start editing” button. Select features to be
merged using any other selection methods described previously. Multi select by “shift+click”.
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Choose Merge features.

Attributes for one of the selected features will be assigned to the new (merged) feature. Select
the feature holding the attributes to be used for the merged feature.

3.3 GIS Tools for vector data processing
The following tools are available for GIS vector data:

3.3.1

Import Tools
The following tools are available for importing vector data to a feature class.
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3.3.1.1

Import from ASCII file

Description

This tool imports point features from an ASCII file.

Input items

An ASCII file stored on the file system.
A feature class stored in the database.

Output items
Technical
reference and
usage tips

The tool reads point data stored in an ASCII file formatted as:
X, Y, attribute_1, attribute_2, …, attribute_n
Xvalue_1, Yvalue_1, value_11, value_12, …, value_1n…
Xvalue_m, Yvalue_m, value_m1, value_m2, …, value_mn
Where the first line is the header of the file with the names of the
attributes and data starts from the second line.
Further note that:
-

If a line starts with “;” or “#” it shall be ignored

-

X and Y may be located in different columns but are always
named X and Y. Hence, the name is used to locate the
columns containing X and Y coordinates

-

Z values can be specified in a column named “Z”

-

The following types of attributes are supported: bool, int,
double, string
o

Attribute type is auto-detected by attempting parsing
in the order: bool, int, double. The 1st one accepted by
the parser is used.

o

If none of the above can be used type “string” is
assumed

o

Different rows may contain different attribute types.
Hence, the above is done on a row-by-row basis.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.UI.Tools.ASCIIFileImportTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use.
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Import from ASCII file’)
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3.3.1.2

Import from KLM file

Description
Input items

This tool imports features from a KLM file.
A KLM file stored on the file system.

Tool properties




Output items

A feature class stored in the database.

Technical
reference and
usage tips

The tool imports a standard KLM file where a feature class is
defined. It is not possible to use the tool in cases where features in
KML file are loosely defined in a way that attributes are not shared
or features are a mix of points and/or lines and/or polygons.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.UI.Tools.KMLFileImportTool

Scripting the
tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Import from KML file’)

3.3.1.3

Name of feature class including the group path (see below)
Path to KML file on the file system.

Import from shape file

Description

Input items

This tool imports features from a shape file stored on the file
system and creates a feature class in the database.
A shape file stored on the file system.

Tool properties

Feature Class: holds the group and feature class name as it will
appear in the database after import.
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File Path: holds the file path to the source shape file.
Coordinate System: If a prj-file is available the coordinate system
will be added automatically. If a prj-file is not available the user
must identify the source file coordinate system on import (from a
pull down with a list of coordinate systems known to the KBS).
Output items

A feature class stored in the database.

Technical
reference and
usage tips

As an alternative to specify input data in the property dialogue you
may simply press “Run” in the Tool property dialogue. This brings
up a user interface that supports the data load process.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.UI.Tools.ShapeFileImportTool

Scripting the
tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Import from shape file’)

3.3.2

Export and Output Tools
The following tools are available for exporting data to the file system or for creating different
types of outputs.

3.3.2.1

Export to KLM file

Description

This tool exports a feature class to a KML file.

Input items

A selected feature class stored in the database

Tool properties

File system path for KML file storage.

Output items

A KML file saved on the file system.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.KMLFileExportTool

Scripting the
tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Export to KML file’)
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3.3.2.2

Export to shape file

Description

This tool exports a feature class to a shape file.

Input items

A selected feature class stored in the database

Tool properties

File system path for shape file storage.

Output items

Shape file saved on the file system.

Technical
reference and
usage tips

The tool exports to a standard shape file (dbf, prj, shp and shx) as
illustrated below.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.ShapeFileExportTool

Scripting the
tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Export to shape file’)

3.3.2.3

To Database

Description

The “To Database” tool stores an in memory feature class to the
database.

Input items

A selected feature class (or selected features in a feature class)

Tool properties

Duplicate Name option: use this option to manage the tool
behaviour in cases where a specified output feature class already
exists in the database (i.e. overwrite options).
Feature class group: the group that should hold the saved feature
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class.
Name Post fix: string that will be added to the selected (input)
feature class name to form the saved feature class name.
Output items

A feature class stored in the database

Technical
reference and
usage tips

All GIS tools produces memory objects (feature classes stored in
memory). To store these memory objects in the database the “To
Database” tool must be used.
If query tools have been used to select specific features within a
feature class these may be stored in a new feature class using the
“To Database” tool.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.ToDatabaseTool

Scripting the tool

3.3.2.4

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use.
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘To database’)

To Table

Description

The “To Table” tool adds the attribute table to a table data view.

Input items

A feature class

Tool properties

The tool has no settings

Output items

A table data view with feature class attribute values

API reference

DHI.Solutions.Generic.UI.Tools.ToTable

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘To table’)

3.3.2.5

To Display

Description

The “To Display” tool adds a feature class to a “New map” or to
the “Active map”.

Input items

A feature class to be displayed on the map as a feature layer.
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Tool properties

Action: “NewDataView” adds the output feature layer to a new
map.
“ActiveDataView” adds the output feature layer to the active
map.
Output: Identifies the visualizer. Currently always ThinkGeo, but
more visualizers (e.g. ArcMap) may be added in the future.

3.3.3

Output items

A feature layer added to the Map data view

Technical
reference and
usage tips

When running GIS processing tools they always run either “to
Display” or “to Table”. Note that the current “Action” setting for
the “To Display” tool will be used when using “To Display” from
other GIS tools.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.ToDisplayTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘To display’)

Geo processing tools (vector data)
The following tools are available for processing feature classes.

3.3.3.1

Dissolve feature class

Description

Combines multiple polygons with identical attribute values (user
selected attribute) into a single feature.

Input items

One feature class of type point, line or polygon.

Tool properties

Attribute : the attribute to be used for dissolving the feature class
GIS processor: defaults settings always apply.
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Output items

A feature class holding dissolved features.

Technical
reference and
usage tips

All features with the same value for the selected “dissolve”
attribute will be combined into one feature.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.DissolveTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Dissolve Feature Class’)

Intersect feature class
Description

Input items

The intersect tool creates a geometric intersection of two input
feature classes. Only the features, or portions of features, which
overlap in all input feature classes will be written to the output
feature class. Attributes from all input features are mapped to all
output features.

Two feature classes of type polygon.

Tool properties

Name of Intersection feature class:
feature class (memory object).

the name of the output

GIS processor: defaults settings always apply.
Output items

One feature class containing all intersecting features with
attributes from all input features.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.IntersectTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Intersect Feature Classes’)

3.3.3.2

Measure
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Description

Adds the attributes “area” and “perimeter” to a polygon feature
class or attribute “length” to a line feature class

Input items

One feature class of type “polygon” or line

Tool properties

Unit: the unit to be used in calculations.
Output items

A feature class (in memory) with attributes added.

Technical
reference and
Usage tips

If attributes with names “area”, “perimeter” or “length” are
already in the input feature class they will be overwritten.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.MeasureTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Measure’)

3.3.3.3

Merge feature class

Description

The merge tool combines two feature classes into one new feature
class. All features from both input feature classes are added to the
output feature class (including overlapping features). Feature
geometries are not changed by the merge tool.

Input items

Two feature classes of same type.

Tool properties

Attribute Mapping: Attributes will be kept as in the Master
Feature Class. Attributes from other feature classes can be
mapped to the master feature class attributes as indicated above.
No selection means “no attribute mapping”.
Feature Class Name: The name of the output feature class (in
memory object).
Master Feature Class: attributes from other input feature classes
will be mapped to the attributes of the Master Feature Class
(hence above the Master attributes are the left one.

Output items

A feature class (in memory). To save use the “To database” tool.

Usage tips

The merge tool combines two feature classes into one new feature
class. Feature classes to be merged must be of the same type (e.g.
type polygon)
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API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.MergeTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew('Merge Feature Classes”)

3.3.3.4

Dissolve feature class

Description

The Union tool creates a geometric intersection of the input
feature classes. All overlapping and non-overlapping features will
be written to the output feature class.

Input items

Two or more feature classes of type polygon

Output items

One feature class containing the union of input feature classes

Technical
reference and
usage tips

The tool functioning is illustrated by the graphics below. Input
contains 3 different feature classes. Feature class 1 and feature
class 2 both contains attribute “A”. Feature class 3 contains
attribute B. The union tool would create 8 new features holding
attributes as outlined in the graphics.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.UnionTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Union Feature Classes’)

3.3.3.5

Buffer

Description

The buffer tool creates a buffer surrounding one or more selected
features within the same feature class.

Input items

A feature class with one or more selected features of type point,
line or polygon.
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Tool properties

Distance: the buffer (distance) to be created around selected
feature
GIS Processor: default setting is always applicable
Unit: applied unit
Output items

A feature class (in memory) containing the buffer delineation

Technical
reference and
usage tips

Run “To display” to visualize with the source map. Use display
option “ActiveDataView” to overlay on the active map. Use the
“To database” tool to store the feature class in the database.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.GISManager.Tools.BufferTool

Scripting the tool

To create an instance of the tool in the scripting environment use
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Buffer’)
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4 TIME SERIES MANAGER
The time series manager contains functionality to create, manage, visualize and analyze time
series.

4.1 Add time series to a new chart
To add one or more time series to
a new chart data view, select the
time series in the time series
explorer and click “Add to new
chart  All”.
This will add the entire time series
to a new chart.

Alternatively, if the active data
view is not a chart data view, a
time series can be added to a new
data view simply by doubleclicking on a time series in the
time series explorer.
Notice that when the first time
series is added to a chart, the unit
of the primary y-axis will take the
unit of that time series. Additional
series with the same unit will be
associated to the same axis.
If a time series with a different unit
is added to the same chart view, a
secondary y-axis will be created.
If a third time series is added, a
new chart within the chart view
will be created etc.
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4.1.1

Add time series to existing chart
To add one or more
time series to an
existing chart view,
make the chart view
the active view.
Next, select the time
series that shall be
added to the chart,
right-click and select
“Add to active chart
 All” from the
context menu.
Alternatively, select
the time series and
drag-and-drop them on
the chart data view.

Notice that when the
first time series is
added to a chart, the
unit of the primary yaxis will take the unit
of that time series.
Additional series with
the same unit will be
associated to the same
axis.
If a time series with a
different unit is added
to the same chart
view, a secondary yaxis will be created.
If a third time series is
added, a new chart
area within the chart
view will be created
etc.
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4.1.2

Apply a chart template
To apply a saved
template to an existing
chart, right-click on
the chart background,
and select “Apply
template

<Template
name>”
from
the
context
menu.
The selected template
will be applied on the
chart.

4.1.3

Copy Chart series between chart areas
To copy a chart series
from one chart area to
a new chart area in the
same chart view, rightclick on a series and
select “Copy to new
chart area” from the
context menu.

A new chart area will
be created, and a copy
of the selected chart
series is added.
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4.1.4

Copy a chart to the clipboard
To copy a chart view
to
the
windows
clipboard, click the
“Copy” button in the
chart view tool strip.
After copying to the
clipboard, the chart
can be pasted in e.g.
Microsoft office as
graphics.

4.1.5

Create a chart template
To create a chart
template, start by
creating a new chart
view and customize it.
When
the
chart
appears as desired,
right click on the chart
and select “Save as
template” from the
context menu.
Notice
that
the
properties that are
stored
with
the
template are those that
can be applied to any
chart, independent of
the number of chart
series and charts.
This
implies
that
properties such as:
-

Chart
styles

series

-

Axis units

-

Axis scalesare
not saved as
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part of
template.

the

Type in a template
name in the pop-up
dialog and click OK to
save the template.

To
overwrite
an
existing
template,
select an existing
template in the dropdown list and click
OK.

4.1.6

Customize a chart area
To
edit
the
appearance of a chart
area, click on a chart
area.
This will make the
properties of the chart
area appear in the
property control.

The properties are
shown in two tabs in
the property control:


Background



Borderline

Edit the properties to
obtain the desired
chart area appearance.
Select the individual
properties to get a
short description in the
property control.
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4.1.7

Customize a chart series
To
edit
the
appearance of a chart
series, click on a chart
series in a legend area.
This will make the
properties of the chart
series appear in the
property control.

The properties related
to appearance are
shown in two tabs in
the property control:
-

Appearance

-

Marker lines

-

Q/A

Edit the properties to
obtain the desired
chart
series
appearance.
The properties of the
core time series are
displayed under the
last two tabs:
-

Statistics

-

Time series

Select the individual
properties to get a
short description in the
property control.
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4.1.8

Customize a chart axis
To
edit
the
appearance of a chart
axis, click on an axis.
This will make the
properties of the chart
axis appear in the
property control.

The properties are
shown under two three
in
the
property
control:
-

Axis

-

Labels

-

Title

Edit the properties to
obtain the desired
chart axis appearance.
Select the individual
properties to get a
short description in the
property control.

4.1.9

Customize the chart view background
To edit the appearance
of the chart view
background, click on a
blank spot on the chart
view.
This will make the
properties of the chart
view appear in the
property control.
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The properties are
shown in three tabs in
the property control:
-

Chart
background

-

Legend area

-

Titles

Edit the properties to
obtain the desired
background
appearance.
Select the individual
properties to get a
short description in the
property control.

4.1.10 Default chart template
The default chart
template is the
template that will be
applied each time a
new chart view is
created.
To set the default
template, click the
“Template manager
button” on the chart
tool strip.
The template manager
dialog opens.
Select a template from
the drop-down list and
click the “Default”
button.
Close the dialog
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4.1.11 Export a chart series to a file
Export a chart series
to a file by rightclicking on a series in
the legend, a select
“Export time series”
from
the
context
menu.

Select an output file
format from the popup menu and click
OK.
Select a name and
location to save to in
the file save dialog
that appears.

4.1.12 Export chart to file
Export a chart to a
graphics
file
by
clicking the “Export to
graphics” tool in the
chart tool strip.
A file-save dialog
appears. Select the
export file format, file
name and folder, and
click OK to save.
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4.1.13 Move chart series between chart areas
Move a chart series to
an existing chart area
by right clicking on
the chart series and
select
“Move
to
existing chart area 
<name of chart area>”
from
the
context
menu.

The selected chart
series is moved to the
selected chart area.

Move a chart series to
a new chart area by
selecting “Move to
new chart area” in the
chart series context
menu.
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4.1.14 Remove a chart series from a chart
Remove a chart series
from a chart view by
selecting “Remove”
from the chart series
context menu.
Notice that the
underlying time series
from which the chart
series was created will
not be deleted from
the database, and can
still be accessed from
the time series
explorer.

4.1.15 Save a chart series to the database
If a chart series was
created by e.g. running
a tool and adding the
result to a chart, the
chart series can be
saved to the database
by selecting “Save as”
from the chart series
context menu.

Specify the name and
group to save the
series to, and click ok.
The saved time series
can now be accessed
in the time series
explorer.
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4.1.16 Toggle flag visibility
The time series values
that have been flagged
can be marked in the
chart by clicking the
flag visibility button in
the chart tool strip.
The flagged values
will be marked by a
star.
The
marker
symbol will have the
color of the flag.
Below the chart areas
a flag legend will
become visible.
To hide the flags, click
the flag visibility
button again.

4.1.17 Zooming in a chart
To zoom in a chart
click and hold on the
start time of the
period that shall be
zoomed in on.
Hold and drag to the
end of the period.

When releasing, the
chart will zoom in on
the selected period.
Use the scroll-bar to
move
the
zoom
window.
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To zoom to previous
extent, click the
button in the lower
left corner.

To synchronize the
zoom in multiple
chart areas, click the
“Synchronize zoom”
button in the tool
strip.

Now, when zooming
in one chart area, the
zoom level in the
remaining chart areas
will follow.
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4.1.18 Save chart as favourite
Save a chart as a
favourite by clicking
on the “Save as
favourite” button in
the chart view tool
strip.
All layout settings as
well as a link to the
time series are stored
with a favourite. This
implies that if the
time series changes
after creating the
favourite, the changes
will be reflection
when the favourite is
opened.
The chart appears
under the Charts
section
in
the
Favourites explorer.
Type
in
an
appropriate name and
click enter.

4.1.19 Open a chart favourite
A chart favourite is
opened by rightclicking
on
a
favourite
and
selecting
“Open”
from the context
menu.
Alternatively,
favourite can
double-clicked.

the
be
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4.1.20 Rename a chart favourite
A chart favourite is
renamed by rightclicking
on
a
favourite
and
selecting “Rename”
from the context
menu.

4.1.21 Remove a chart favourite
A chart favourite is
removed by rightclicking
on
a
favourite
and
selecting “Remove”
from the context
menu.
Notice
that
the
underlying
time
series is not deleted
when the favourite is
removed.

4.2 Create time series
This section contains a number of small examples on how to import and create new time
series.
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To create a new time
series in the database,
select the “Add new
time series” entry in
the Database node
context menu in the
time series explorer.

The “Create time
series” dialog pops
up.
Enter the required
time series properties.
The
time
series
properties are:
-

Name

-

Time series
variable

-

Unit

-

Value type

The
time
properties are:

step

-

Number of
time steps

-

Start time

-

Time type

-

Time step

Click “Create time
series” to create the
time series. Click
“Cancel” to close the
form without creating
a new time series.
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The new time series
will now appear in
the
Time
series
explorer, and can be
edited.
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4.2.1

Export time series
Time series can be exported to chart or database or table format as shown below. Along with
that it can be exported to a range of files like excel sheet, ASCII file.
Time series and time
series groups can be
exported to a range of
file formats using the
tool: To file

4.2.2

Associating time series
Create an association
between
a
GIS
feature and a time
series by selecting on
or more features in a
map view, and select
“Add
association”
from the time series
context menu.

Alternatively, drag a
time series directly
from the time series
explorer to a feature
in the active GIS
layer.
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4.2.3

Removing association
To
remove
all
associations between
a time series and a
GIS feature, rightclick on a time series
in the time series
explorer and select
“Remove
associations”
from
the context menu.

4.2.4

Find associated features
Start by opening the
GIS layer for which
the associations shall
be displayed.
Next, select “Select
associated features”
from the time series
context menu.
The
associated
feature will now be
marked as selected in
the active map view.
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4.2.5

Find associated time series
Start by enabling the
“Map
selection”
option in the time
series explorer.

Select “Query by
selection” from the
drop-down list.
All queries that are
executed from the
time series explorer
will
now
only
retrieve time series
that are associated to
the features that are
selected in the map
view.
Notice that the Map
selection criteria can
be combined with
other query criteria.
Open the GIS layer
that contains the
feature for which the
associated time series
shall be retrieved.
To see a list of the
time series that are
associated
to
a
feature, select the
feature in the map.
To select a feature:
1. Enable
the
map
select
tool.
2. Set the active
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layer.
3. Select
the
feature(s) in
the map.
4. The explorer
now lists the
associated
time series.
Notice: It is only
necessary to set the
select tool and active
layer the first time a
selection is made.

4.2.6

Import time series
To import one or
more time series from
the disk to the
database, right-click
on the group to which
the series shall be
imported, and select
Import time series
from the context
menu.

The
time
series
import wizard opens.
The
first
page
contains a list of the
time series to be
imported. Initially the
list will be empty.
To add time series to
the list, click the
“Add…” button.
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A new dialog pops up
where the import
format
can
be
selected.

When OK is clicked,
a file-open browser
opens, and the user
can select a file that
will be added to the
list.
This is repeated until
the list contains all
the time series that
shall be imported.
Click next to proceed
to the next step
The
next
page
contains a list of the
time series that will
be imported, along
with
the
import
settings:
Settings include:
Associations to GIS
features
(Default:
none)
Group to import to
(Default: The group
that was selected
when the wizard was
started).
To edit the settings,
select a time series in
the table. The settings
options
below
become enabled.
The properties for
multiple time series
can be set in one go
by selecting multiple
time series in the
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table (hold the ctrlkey while selecting).
Click next to proceed
to the next step.

The
last
page
contains a summary
of the import settings.
Click “Start Import”
to
execute
the
importer.

When the import is
completed, the status
is indicated by color
in the list.
Items that have been
successfully imported
are marked by green
color.
Click “Finish”
close the wizard.

4.2.7

to

Batch import of time series
Instead of manually
typing in the time
series import settings
as described under
Import time series,
the settings may be
loaded into the time
series import wizard
from
a
comma
separated file.
The .csv file shall
have the following
fields:
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Bridge



File



Item



Group (optional)



Association
(None,
with
existing)



FeatureClass (full
path/name)



Feature Name



X (not used)



Y (not used)

The first line contains
the header.
An example is shown
at the end of this
section.
To load the file, start
the time series wizard
from the context
menu of a node in the
time series explorer.
On the first page,
click “Load from
csv”

Browse to the csv file
and click OK. The
time series list is
populated.
Click Next to proceed
to the next step.
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Notice
that
the
settings have already
been loaded from the
csv file.
If
required
the
settings
may
be
changed
before
clicking Next.

Click Start import
and verify that the
files were imported.
Close the wizard.

4.2.8

External time series
Time series can be
loaded into the time
series
explorer
without
importing
them to the KBS
database.
Such files are called
External time series,
and can be loaded by
right-clicking on the
External time series
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node, and select
“Load from external
files”.
A new dialog pops up
where the import
format
can
be
selected. Click OK.
A file open dialog
opens.
Select the time series
file, and click OK.
The time series now
appear under the
External time series
node in the time
series explorer, and
can be analysed and
processed.
Notice that the list of
external time series is
cleared when the
Shell is restarted.
To import a time
series under External
time series to the
database, right-click
on the external time
series and select copy
from the context
menu.
Next, right-click on
the destination group
under the Database
node, and select
Paste.
The time series is
imported.
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4.3 Managing time series
4.3.1

Create a group
To create a new
group in the time
series explorer, rightclick on a node in the
time series explorer,
and select “Add new
(sub) group”.
The new group is
created under the
node
that
was
selected.
Groups are created
with a default name
that can be changed
by the user.

4.3.2

Rename a group
Groups are renamed
by selecting
“Rename” from the
group context menu.
When clicked, the
node name becomes
editable.
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4.3.3

Copy groups
To copy one or more
groups, right-click on
the group(s) and
select “Copy” from
the group context
menu.
The
selected
group(s), including
the time series and
sub-groups contained
in
the
selected
group(s) will be
copied
to
the
clipboard.
To paste the copied
group(s) to a new
location, right-click
on the destination
node
and
select
“Paste” from the
context menu.

The selected group(s)
will be copied to the
selected destination.
If the destination
already contains a
group of the same
name, the user will be
notified, and the
group will not be
copied.
Groups can be copied
between nodes by
drag-and-drop.
Select one or more
groups, click while
holding the ctrl key
pressed, and drag
them to a new
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location.
When the mouse
button is released, the
selected groups will
be copied to the new
location.

4.3.4

Move groups
To move one or more
groups, right-click on
the group(s) and
select “Cut” from the
group context menu.
The
selected
group(s), including
the time series and
sub-groups contained
in
the
selected
group(s) will be
copied
to
the
clipboard.
When the groups are
cut, the will appear in
grey font.
To paste the group(s)
to a new location,
right-click on the
destination node and
select “Paste” from
the context menu.
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The groups will be
removed from the
original location, and
pasted
to
the
destination.

Groups can be moved
between nodes by
drag-and-drop.
Select one or more
groups, click, and
drag them to a new
location.
When the mouse
button is released, the
selected groups will
be “dropped” on the
new location.
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4.3.5

Copy time series
To copy one or more
time series, select the
series, right-click and
select “Copy” from
the context menu.
The selected time
series will be copied
to the clipboard.

Right-click on the
destination folder and
select “Paste” to
paste the copied time
series
to
the
destination node.

Time series can be
moved
between
groups by drag-anddrop.
Select one or more
time series, click, and
drag them to a new
location
while
holding the ctrl-key.
When the mouse
button is released, the
selected time series
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will be copied to the
new location.

If the destination
node already contains
a time series that has
the same as the one
being copied, the user
will be presented the
following options.
- Copy
and
replace
(default)
-

Do not copy

-

Copy,
rename

but

The last option will
add a suffix (number)
to the name of the
copied series.

4.3.6

Time series properties

View and edit time series properties
To
view
the
properties of a time
series, select the time
series in the time
series explorer to get
the
properties
displayed
in the
property control.
Select the properties
to get a short
description.
Changes in properties
that are not read-only
will be persisted in
the database.
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4.3.7

Define time series value flags
To set a flag on a
value in a time series,
add the time series to
a table.
Select the time step
value that shall be
flagged.
Set the value flag in
the property control
by choosing a flag in
the drop down list.

When a value has
been flagged it will
take the color of the
flag in the table.

4.4 Time series tables
4.4.1

Add time series to table
Time series are added
to a new table view
by selecting one or
more time series in
the
time
series
explorer and selecting
“Add to new table”.
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The first column
contains the time
stamps of the added
time series.
The next columns
contain the values of
the added time series,
one column for each
time series.
If a time series does
not have a time stamp
defined for a given
time stamp in the
table, this will be
indicated by a blue
cell color.
If a time series has a
time stamp defined,
but no value, this is
indicated by a blank
cell
(white
background).

Time series can be
added to the active
table by selecting
“Add to active table”
from the time series
context menu.
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4.4.2

Editing time series
To edit a time series
value or a time
stamp, double click
on the cell in the time
series table.
The cell becomes
editable, and the
value can be changed.
After a value has
been edited, the Save
button in the tool
strip
becomes
enabled.

To save the changes,
click the Save button.
To
discard
the
changes, close the
time series table
without saving.

To undo a change,
click
the
Undo
button.
To redo a change that
was
previously
undone, click the
Redo button.
Notice that only
changes done after
the latest Save can be
undone.
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To copy one value, or
a range of values
from e.g. a spread
sheet to the table:
1. Copy the values
from the spread
sheet
to
the
clipboard.
2. Select the cell in
the table where
the first value in
the
clipboard
shall be added.
3. Click the Paste
button
To copy one value, or
range of values from
a time series table to
the
windows
clipboard, select the
cells to be copied in
the table, and click
the Copy button.

4.4.3

Auto-commit changes
If desired, changes
can be committed
immediately after a
change has been
made,
without
requiring the user to
actively save first.
This is done by
opening
the
DHI.Solution.Shell.e
xe.Config file in a
text editor.
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Browse
to
the
Applications Settings
section, and change
the User Initiated
Save setting to false.
After restarting the
application, changes
in time series will
automatically
be
committed to the
database,
without
requiring the user to
actively
save
changes.
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5 TOOLS EXPLORER
5.1 Average
Description

The Average tool is used to calculate the simple mean
and/or time weighted average of one or more time series.

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property to get
a description in the property control-

Output items

A table containing two columns: value, unit

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.TimeWeightedA
verageTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Time weighted average
value‘)

5.2 Count
Description

The Count tool returns the number of time steps that
contains values in a time series.

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

A table containing one column: Count

API reference

DHI.Solutions.
Tools.BasicSampleSize Tool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘BasicSampleSize‘)
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TimeseriesManager.

5.3 Count per year (average)
Description

The Count per year (average) tool returns the average
number of time steps per year that contains values.

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties

Output items

A table containing one column: Count per year

API reference

DHI Solutions. Timeseries Manager. Tools Basic Ave Num
Event Tool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘BasicAvgNumEvent‘)

5.4 Data quantile
Description

Input items

The Data quantile tool calculates the data quantile. The
data quantile is the value that a specified fraction of all raw
data are less than. For a fraction of 0.5 the data quantile
equals the median.
One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

A table containing two columns: Standard deviation,unit

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.DataQuantileToo
l

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Data quantile‘)
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5.5 L-moments
Description

L-moments are statistics used to summarize the shape of
a probability distribution. They are analogous to
ordinary moments in that they can be used to calculate
quantities
analogous
to standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis, termed the L-scale, Lskewness and L-kurtosis respectively (the L-mean is
identical to the conventional mean).
L-moments differ from conventional moments in that they
are calculated using linear combinations of the ordered
data; the "l" in "linear" is what leads to the name being "Lmoments". Just as for conventional moments, a theoretical
distribution has a set of population L-moments.

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

A table containing five columns:
- Name of input time series
-

L1

-

L2

-

L_Skewness

-

L_Kurtosis

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.BasicLMoments
Tool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘BasicLMoments‘)

5.6 Maximum
Description

The Maximum tool is used to get the maximum value of
one or more time series.

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties

Output items

A table containing two columns: Maximum value , unit

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.MaximumValueT
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ool
Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Maximum value‘)

5.7 Minimum
Description

The Minimum tool is used to get the minimum value of one
or more time series.

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

A table containing two columns: Minimum value , unit

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.MinimumValueT
ool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Minimum value‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

5.8 Mode
Description

The Mode tool calculates the mode of the input series. The
Mode is the value that occurs the most frequently in a sample.
The mode is not necessarily unique, since the same maximum
frequency may be attained at different values. The most
ambiguous case occurs in uniform distributions, wherein all
values are equally likely, and for samples drawn from
continuous distributions where all values tend to occur only
once. Since the latter is a very common, the Mode tool has
been extended such that the user can specify a tolerance within
which two values can be considered equal. In the case where
the tolerance is set to low when mode is calculated for samples
drawn from continuous distribution, the number of mode
values will approach the number of values in the sample.
When this happens, the concept becomes useless. To indicate
when this happens, the user may set a limit to the number of
values the tool can return. If this value is exceeded, the tool
returns a single double.NaN.
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Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

A table containing two columns for each mode value: Mode,
Unit

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.ModeValueTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Mode‘)
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5.9 Ordinary moments
Description

The Ordinary moments tool calculates the ordinary moments
of one or more time series. The ordinary moments are:
- Mean
- Variance
- Skewness
- Kurtosis

Input items

One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

A table containing five columns:
- Name of input time series
-

Mean

-

Variance

-

Skewness

-

Kurtosis

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.BasicOrdinaryMom
entsTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘BasicOrdinaryMoments‘)

5.10 Resample
Description

Input items

Tool properties

The resample tool is used to change the time step of a time
series into a user specified time step. It is possible to resample
into larger and smaller time steps.
The use of the resample tool requires that at least one time
series has been selected. If more than one time series are
selected, the same user specified options will be applied to all
the selected time series.
The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.
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Output items

One resampled time series for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.ResampleTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Resample‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

If a time series is resampled into a larger time steps, the
resulting values will be calculated as:
Instantaneous: The values of the larger steps are calculated by
linear interpolation between the two nearest small time step
values.
Accumulated: The time average of the small-step
accumulation rate is used to derive the accumulated values for
the large time steps.
Mean step accumulated time series: The large time step is the
time averaged value of the sub-steps.
Step accumulated: The temporal average of the small-step
accumulation rate is used to derive the step accumulated
values for the large time steps.
Reverse mean step accumulated: The large time step is the
time averaged value of the sub-steps.
If the time series are resampled into smaller time steps, the
resulting values are calculated as:
Instantaneous: The values of the sub-steps are calculated by
linear interpolation between the two nearest large time step
values.
Accumulated: The accumulation rates of the large time steps
are used to derive the accumulated values for the small time
steps.
Mean step accumulated time series: The same values will be
used for the sub-steps as for the large time step. If a sub-step is
covered by two large time steps, the temporal average is used.
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Step accumulated: The temporal average of the large-step
accumulation rate is used to derive the step accumulated
values for the small time steps.
Reverse mean step accumulated: The same values will be used
for the sub-steps as for the large time step. If a sub-step is
covered by two large time steps, the temporal average is used.

5.11 Standard deviation
Description

Input items

The Standard deviation tool calculates the standard deviation
of one or more time series.
One or more time series.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties

Output items

A table containing two columns: Standard deviation, unit

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.StdDevTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Standard deviation‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

5.12 Synchronize
Description

The Synchronize tool is used to resample a set of time series
into a common time axis. The new time axis can be defined by
the time axis of one time series, or by combining two or more
time axes. One synchronized time series will be produced for
each time series.

Input items

The Synchronize tool requires at least two time series to be
selected.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.
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Output items

One synchronized time series will be produced for each input
time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.SynchronizeTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Synchronizer‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

The value at any new time step is calculated according to the
description of the Resample tool.

5.13 Duration curve
Description

A duration curve is based on the calculated exceedence
probability for the range of values found in the time series
being analyzed.
A duration curve shows the range of data values found in the
time series as a function of the exceedence probability.
An exceedence probability of zero means that the value is
exceeded at all times and a value of one indicates that the
value is not exceeded in the time span covered by the time
series.

Input items

The Duration curve tool requires at least one time series to be
selected.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

One duration curve will be produced for each input time
series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.DurationCurveTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Duration curve‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips
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5.14 Distribution
Description

A distribution curve relates the magnitude of an observed
variable to its frequency of occurrence.
Integrating the distribution curve between two values yields
the probability, P, of a given value, X, being inside that
interval.
This tool plots the probability distribution of the values in a
time series.
The time axis of the input time series is not taken into
consideration

Input items

The Distribution tool requires at least one time series to be
selected.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

One distribution will be produced for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.DistributionTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Distribution‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

The algorithm used to produce the distribution plots uses a
kernel-based Fourier transformation method. A complete
description is given by Tarter and Lock (1994), Model-Free
Curve Estimation, ISBN 0-412-04251-7-5.
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5.15 Append
Description

The Append tool appends a time series to a master time series
at a specified date.

Input items

The Append tool requires at least two time series to be
selected (the master and the time series that shall be appended
to the master).

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

One combined time series will produce.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.AppendTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use: tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Append‘)

5.16 Extract period

Description

Extracts a specified period from the input time series. This is
done at the exact start and end dates, implying that if a time
series does not have a time step at the start/end times, it will
be added. The tool returns the extracted time series. Notice
that the input time series will not be modified.

Input items

The Extract period tool requires at least one time series to be
selected.
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Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

One time series will produced for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.ExtractPeriodTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Extract time period‘)

5.17 Flag outliers

Description

This tool adds a user specified flag to the values in a time
series that falls within a specified range. Flags can be added to
the original input time series, or a copy of the series.

Input items

The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

One time series will produced for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.FlagOutlierTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
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environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Flag outliers‘)
Technical reference
and usage tips

5.18 Moving average

Description

This tool adds calculates the moving average for a user
specified window width.

Input items

The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

One time series will produced for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.MovingAverage
Tool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Moving Average‘)

5.19 Differences

Description

This tool will calculate the difference between a specified
master time series and the remaining input time series. The
input time series shall be synchronized before applying the
Differences tool

Input items

The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.
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Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

If the total number of input time series is N, the number of
output time series will be N-1.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.TSeriesDifferences
Tool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Differences‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

5.20 Run test

Description

Input items

The run test is used for general testing of independence and
homogeneity of a time series
The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

The tool returns the test statistics and significance level for
each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.RunTestTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘RunTest ‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

From the time series {xi, i = 1,2,…,n} the sample median xmed
is calculated and a shifted series {si = xi xmed, i = 1,2,…,n} is
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constructed. From the shifted series a run is defined as a set of
successive elements having the same sign. The test statistic is
given as the number of runs of the shifted series, i.e.

The test statistic is asymptotically normally distributed with
mean z and variance z2 given by

Thus, the standardised test statistics evaluated against the
quantiles of a standard normal distribution. That is, the H0
hypothesis of independent and homogeneous data is rejected
-1
at significance level
z*
1
/2)-quantile in the standard normal
distribution.

5.21 Mann-Kendall test

Description

The Mann-Kendall test is used for testing monotonic trend of
a time series.

Input items

The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.

Tool properties

The tool has no properties.

Output items

The tool returns the test statistics and significance level for
each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.MannKendallTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘MannKendall‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

The Mann-Kendall test is used for testing monotonic trend of
a time series {xi, i = 1,2,..,n}. The test statistic reads
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where

A positive value of z indicates an upward trend, whereas a
negative value indicates a downward trend. The test statistic is
asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean ( z = 0)
and variance given by

For evaluating the H0 hypothesis: no trend in the series, the
standardised test statistic calculated from is compared to the
quantiles of a standard normal distribution.

5.22 Mann-Whitney test

Description

The Mann-Whitney test is used for testing shift in the mean
between two sub-samples defined from a time series.

Input items

The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.

Output items

The tool returns the test statistics and significance level for
each input time series.
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API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.MannWhitneyTool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘MannWhitney‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

The Mann-Whitney test is used for testing shift in the mean
between two sub-samples defined from a time series {xi, i =
1,2,..,n}. For the time series ranks Ri are assigned from Ri = 1
for the smallest to Ri = n for the largest observation. Time
series of ranks for the two-subsamples are then defined by {Ri,
i = 1,2,..,n1} and {Ri, i = 1,2,..,n2} where n = n1 + n2. The test
statistic is given as the sum of ranks of the smaller sub-series,
i.e.

The test statistic is asymptotically normally distributed with
mean and variance

For evaluating the H0 hypothesis: same mean value in the two
sub-series, the standardised test statistic is compared to the
quantiles of a standard normal distribution.

5.23 Annual maximum series

Description

In the annual maximum series (AMS) method the maximum
value in each year of the record are extracted for the extreme
value analysis.

Input items

The tool requires at least one time series to be selected.

Tool properties

The tool properties are listed below. Select a property in the
property control to get a description.
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Output items

The tool one time series containing annual maximum values
for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.AnnualMaximumTo
ol

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Annual Maximum‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

The analysis year should preferably be defined from a period
of the year where extreme events never or very seldomly
occur in order to ensure that a season with extreme events is
not split in two.

Output items

The tool one time series containing annual maximum values
for each input time series.

API reference

DHI.Solutions.TimeseriesManager.Tools.AnnualMaximum
Tool

Scripting

To create a new instance of the tool in the scripting
environment use:
tool = app.Tools.CreateNew(‘Annual Maximum‘)

Technical reference
and usage tips

The analysis year should preferably be defined from a period
of the year where extreme events never or very seldomly
occur in order to ensure that a season with extreme events is
not split in two.
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6 SPREAD SHEET MANAGER
The Spread sheet Manager offers Excel compatible functionality within the KBS. It is
possible to organize spread sheet workbooks consisting of several spread sheets into a logical
folders structure with the database and import and export spread sheets from/to Excel files.
The spread sheet is compatible with Excel with respect to built-in functions and charting
functionality and each sheet can contain data and graphics as well as link to data in the KBS
database such as time series.
When opening the Spread sheet Manager the first time it will show only a root node. From
this it is possible to create a folder structure, similar to folders on disk into which the spread
sheet workbooks are placed

6.1 Organizing spread sheets
6.1.1

Create a new spread sheet group
Create a new group
by right clicking on
the root node or an
existing group, and
select
Add
New
Group
from
the
context menu.
The new group is
created as a subgroup
under the group that
was selected.

The new group will
by default be called
the name of the
parent + subgroup +
then
number
of
subgroups.
The new group will
initially be editable
and you can type a
name.
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6.1.2

Rename a group
The model group
name becomes now
editable, and a new
name can be entered.

The group name
becomes
now
editable, and a new
name can be entered.

6.2 Create and import spread sheets
New spread sheets can be created within the KBS as well as be imported from files (e.g. Excel
format files).
6.2.1

Create a new spread sheet
Right-click the root
node or a group node
and select “Add New
Spread sheet”
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The spread sheet is
created
in
the
database and added
as a sub-node to the
active group.
When created the
name of the sheet is
editable allowing the
default name to be
changed.

6.2.2

Create a new spread sheet
Right-click the root
node or a group node
and select “Add New
Spread sheet”

A standard File Open
dialog appears for
selection of the file. 3
standard formats are
supported. Select the
file and click Open.

Upon
successful
import the spread
sheet in the KBS is
named after the file
and represented by an
new node in the
active group.
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6.2.3

Rename a spread sheet
Right-click the spread
sheet to rename and
select “Rename”.

The text in the node
becomes
editable.
Change the text and
press enter. To cancel
editing press Esc.
After changing the
name the node is
placed alphabetically
within the group.
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6.2.4

Rename a spread sheet
Right-click the spread
sheet
and
press
“Copy”.
Alternatively selected
the node and press
keys Ctrl+C.
This will put the
spread sheet into the
clipboard.
Copy
can
be
performed
on
multiple
spread
sheets at a time as
well as on a group or
groups.
Right-click a
node
and
“Paste”.
Alternatively
the group and
keys Ctrl+V.

group
select
select
press

This will insert the
spread sheet in the
clipboard into the
selected group.
The option is only
available if a spread
sheet is available in
the clipboard.
If the group is new –
or collapsed – the
new spread sheet
node will be ‘hidden’.
Click the plus-sign
(‘+’) next to the node
to reveal the content
of the group.
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The group unfolds.

If a spread sheet with
the
same
name
already exists in the
group a choice has to
be made whether the
copy operation shall
replace the existing
sheet or the copy
shall be created with
the unique name.
An automatic ally
created unique name
simply adds a counter
to the original name.

Copying a group (or
groups) is similar –
only then the whole
branch (or branches)
are copied to the new
location.
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6.2.5

Move a spread sheet
The moving of a spread sheet between groups is carried out as a combination of Cut and Paste
operation
Right-click the spread
sheet
and
press
“Cut”. Alternatively
selected the node and
press keys Ctrl+X.
This will put the
spread sheet into the
clipboard.
Cut can be performed
on multiple spread
sheets at a time.
The Cut-option is
only available if all
the selected spread
sheets are not open.
Right-click a group
and select “Paste”.
Alternatively select a
group and press keys
Ctrl+V.
This will insert the
spread sheet in the
clipboard into the
selected group.
The option is only
available if a spread
sheet is available in
the clipboard.
Note the spread sheet
that was cut is
indicated with a
dimmed grey font.
From here on the
behaviour is similar
to that of the Copy
Spread sheet action.
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6.2.6

Delete a spread sheet
Select
a
group,
multiple groups or
multiple
spread
sheets.
Right-click
and select “Delete”.
All
the
selected
objects
will
be
deleted from the
database
and
removed from the
explorer.
Only group(s) at
same level can be
selected together.
The delete operation
must to be confirmed
via a pop-up dialog.
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6.3 Working with spread sheets
6.3.1

Opening a spread sheet
Right-click a spread
sheet
and
select
“Open”
or
simply double-click
the spread sheet in
the Explorer

6.3.2

KBS spread sheet menu and toolbar
An open spread sheet can be manipulated through tools available from toolbar above the
spread sheet

Save
It saves the spread
sheet to the database
Cut/Copy/Paste
These
standard
actions work on
selected items in the
spread sheet, e.g.
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text, formulas, cells,
formats, plots.
Functions
This button is a quick
access to the most
common spread sheet
functions to insert
into a cell.
The
“Mode
functions…” option
opens a standard
search dialog for
available functions
where
they
are
grouped in different
ways

Clear
The Clear button will
be default empty the
currently
active/selected cell
range.
Two
drop-down
options clears either
format or content.
Format
The Format button
gives
access
to
various options for
formatting
cells,
rows, columns, sheet.
“Cells…”
and
“Conditions…” both
give access to a
general
formatting
dialog.
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Chart
The chart button
quickly generates a
chart from the data in
selected cells and the
choice of Chart.
Once created the
chart
can
be
modified/customized
via
the
Chart
Explorer accessible
via a right-click menu
on the chart

To Database
The “To Database”
button allows the
values of a proper
formatted range of
cells to be stored in
the database as a new
time series.
The option enters a
wizard for


Selecting the
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range of cells


Specifying
the
group
path and time
series name
in
the
database



Specifying
the
time
series
type
and unit

ending with
a confirmation page.

6.3.3

Spread sheet Gear menus
The special spread sheet functionality is available through some right-click menus.

6.3.3.1

Cell or Range

Right-click a cell.
This will open a
general menu for
manipulation of the
selected cell.
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Choosing
the
“Workbook
Explorer…”
menu
item
(or
double
clicking the tabsection of the spread
sheet)

Choosing the “Range
Explorer…”
menu
item will open a
dialog
for
manipulating
the
details of the selected
range of cells

6.3.3.2

Chart

Right-click a chart
This will open a
menu
for
manipulating
the
chart object.

Choosing the Chart
Explorer
Opens a dialog giving
access to properties
of the chart details.
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6.4 KBS functions

In addition to the standard spread sheet function (also known from Excel), such as SUM,
AVG, COUNT, IF etc, the KBS provides some functions to access the data in the KBS
database directly from the spread sheet.
The functions are listed below with their name, arguments (mandatory and/or optional) and
description of what they do.
Common to them all is that they are reached through type in the equal sig (‘=’) in a cell
followed by the name. The list of functions show up filtered by the typed in text.

Selecting a function from the drop-down list with the mouse will start a tool-tip display of the
arguments as they are entered.

Finalizing the function call with a parenthesis and typing enter evaluated the function
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6.4.1

GetCellValueByRC
Syntax

GetCellValueByRC(path, sheet, row, col)
Gets the cell value in a sheet in the workbook by row and
column number

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the spread sheet
starting with a “/”
Sheet: string, required – the name of the sheet within the
workbook
Row: integer, required – the row number of the cell
Col: integer, required – the column number of the cell

Example

6.4.2

GetCellValueByRC(“/MyGroup/MyFirstSheet”, “Sheet1”, 2,
3)

GetCellValueByRef
Syntax

GetCellValueByRef (path, sheet, reference)
Gets the cell value in a sheet in the workbook by cell
reference

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the spread sheet
starting with a “/”
Sheet: string, required – the name of the sheet within the
workbook
Reference: string, required – the celle reference

Example

GetCellValueByRC(“/MyGroup/MyFirstSheet”, “Sheet1”,
“C3”)
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6.4.3

GetRangeValueByRC
Syntax

GetRangeValueByRC(path, sheet, row1, col1, row2, col2)
Gets the cell value in a sheet in the workbook by row and
column numbers

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the spread sheet
starting with a “/”
Sheet: string, required – the name of the sheet within the
workbook
Row1: integer, required – the row number of the upper left
cell
Col1: integer, required – the column number of the upper left
cell
Row2: integer, required – the row number of the lower right
cell
Col2: integer, required – the column number of the lower right
cell

Example

6.4.4

GetRangeValueByRC (“/MyGroup/MyFirstSheet”, “Sheet1”,
2, 3, 4.5)

GetRangeValueByRef
Syntax

GetRangeValueByRef (path, sheet, reference)
Gets the cell value in a sheet in the workbook by range
reference

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the spread sheet
starting with a “/”
Sheet: string, required – the name of the sheet within the
workbook
Reference: string, required – the range reference

Example

GetCellValueByRC(“/MyGroup/MyFirstSheet”,
“C3:F4”)

“Sheet1”,

GetTimeseries
Syntax

GetTimeseries (path, [starttime],[endtime])
Gets the time series by path and optionally subset by date time
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Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the timeseries
starting with a “/”
starttime: string, optional – start date and time of interval to
select, in format “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss”
endtime: string, optional – end date and time of interval to
select, in format “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss”

Example

GetTimeseries("/group/waterlevel")
GetTimeseries("/group/waterlevel",
03:31 23:59:59”)

“2010-01-01”,

2010-

GetTimeseriesQuantile
Syntax

GetTimeseriesQuantile (path, fraction)
Gets the time series quantile by path and fraction

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time
series starting with a “/”
Fraction: float, required – number between 0 and 1
GetTimeseries("/group/waterlevel", 0.50)

Example

MovingAverageTimeseries
Syntax

MovingAverageTimeseries(path, Days, [Hours], [Minutes],
[seconds], [Averaging Window Position],
[Interpolate
AcrossGaps], [Max Number Of Missing Values PerGap])
Gets a time series calculated as moving average of the source

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the timeseries
starting with a “/”
days: integer, required – number of days to average
hours: integer, optional – hours added to number of days to
average
minutes: integer, optional – minutes added to number of days
to average
seconds: integer, optional – seconds added to number of days
to average
AveragingWindowPosition: integer, optional – start number
of day to average
InterpolateAcrossGaps: boolean, optional– true/false
MaxNumberOfMissingValuesPerGap: integer, optional
number of values to accept as a gap
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–

Example

GetTimeseries("/group/waterlevel")
GetTimeseries("/group/waterlevel", “2010-01-01”, 2010-03:31
23:59:59”)

TimeseriesMaximumValue
Syntax

Timeseries MaximumValue (path)
Gets the maximum value in a time series identified by by path

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time series
starting with a “/”

Example

TimeseriesMaximumValue("/group/waterlevel")

Timeseries Minimum Value
Syntax

TimeseriesMinimumValue (path)
Gets the minimum value in a time series identified by by path

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time series
starting with a “/”

Example

TimeseriesMinimumValue("/group/waterlevel")

TimeseriesAnnualMaximum
Syntax

TimeseriesAnnualMaximum(path, [startday], [startmonth])
Gets the maximum value within a year value in a time series
identified by by path. The year starts 1. January unless start
day and start month is specified

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time series
starting with a “/”
Startday: integer, optional – day within a month. Default = 1
start month: integer, optional – number of a month (1-12).
Default = 1

Example

TimeseriesMinimumValue("/group/waterlevel", 29, 2)
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TimeseriesAnnualMinimum
Syntax

TimeseriesAnnualMinimum(path, [startday], [startmonth])
Gets the minimum value within a year value in a time series
identified by by path. The year starts 1. January unless start
day and start month is specified

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time series
starting with a “/”
startday: integer, optional – day within a month. Default = 1
startmonth: integer, optional – number of a month (1-12).
Default = 1

Example

TimeseriesMinimumValue("/group/waterlevel", 29, 2)

TimeseriesExceedence
Syntax

TimeseriesExceedence (path, threshold)
Calculates the volume of a curve above the specified threshold

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time series
starting with a “/”
threshold: float, required– threshold value to compare

Example

TimeseriesExceedence ("/group/waterlevel", 154)

TimeWeighedAverageValue
Syntax

TimeWeighedAverageValue (path)
Calculates the time weighed average of a time series

Arguments

Path: string, required – the path in explorer to the time series
starting with a “/”

Example

TimeWeighedAverageValue ("/group/waterlevel")
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6.5 KBS scripts
Scripts build with the Script Manager will appear as functions accessible to the spread sheet
as the built-in Spread Sheet Gear functions and the KBS functions.
A script defined as shown below in the Script Manager defined a function named
“MyFunction”. It simply returns the value 23.5

In a spread sheet the function appears when typing the equal sign “=” followed by the initial
letters of the function name in a cell:

Selecting the function with the mouse
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The function call is completed with the end-parenthesis (no arguments are required in the
function call). Pressing enter evaluates the function

6.5.1

Saving spread sheets

A modified spread sheet is indicated by the asterix next to the title in the Tab. Closing the
sheet by pressing the “x” (or right click on the tab choosing Close or pressing Ctrl+Shift+C)
will pop-up in a confirmation dialog as this:

The same will happen if you close the KBS entirely with open modified spread sheets.

6.5.2

Exporting a spread sheet
Spread sheets can be exported into external files
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Right-click a spread
sheet in the explorer
and select “Export
spread sheet…”

A “Save As” dialog is
shown and a filename
must be specified.
The spread sheet can
be saved in various
formats which must
be selected.
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7 INDICATOR MANAGER
7.1 Overview
The Indicator Manager offers the user opportunity to define and organize Indicators. An
Indicator ties together 3 things:


A script as defined in Script Manager. Only scripts returning a number are eligible as
indicator scripts.



Definition of inputs to be supplied as arguments to the script. These can be simple
types like numbers, strings, and Booleans, IDs (type guid) of entities in the database
or objects (entities in the database)



The indicator values ~ the result of the script evaluation. This has to be a number, i.e.
an integer, a float or a double.

As with (most of) the other managers the indicators can be organized in a group/folder
structure similar to folders of files on the disk.

7.2 Organizing Indicators
This section describes the user actions in the Indicator Manager UI for organizing Indicator
definitions in groups.
After application startup the Indicator Explorer is empty, sowing only the root Database node.

7.3 Create a group

Right-click the root node
and select “Add New
Group” to create a new
group

A new empty group is
created below the clicked
node.
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You may see this
Information dialog telling to
switch o “Show Empty
Groups to see the newly
created group.

Right-click a node and
select “Show empty
Groups”

The new group is visible.

7.4 Rename a group
Right-click a group and
select “Rename” (or select
the group and press F2) to
edit the name of the group.
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Change the name and press
Enter to confirm the new
name.
Press Esc to cancel the
rename action.
Note: the groups must have
unique names at any given
level in the tree.

7.5 Show empty groups
The explorer will by default only show groups with content. This will mean new (empty)
groups will not be immediately visible when created.

Right-click a node and
select “Show empty
Groups”

The new group is visible.
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7.6 Delete groups

Right-click a group node and
select “Delete” to delete the
group and everything in it
(i.e. the entire branch of the
explorer tree including subgroups and indicators will
also be deleted).
Alternatively select the node
and press “Del”

7.7 Copy or Move groups
Groups (entire branches in the tree) can be moved and copied between groups using keyboard
and/or the mouse.

Right-click a group and
select “Copy” to mark the
entire branch of the tree for
copying to another location.
To move the branch select
“Cut”.
Alternatively select the
group and use shortcut keys
Ctrl+C and Ctrl+X
respectively.
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Right-click the target group
and select “Paste” to copy or
insert the branch.
Alternatively select the
target node and press keys
Ctrl+V to paste the branch.

The group/branch is inserted
at the location.

The mouse can also be used
to move groups/branches
around. Simply select a
group with left-mouse click
and drag it while holding
down the moose.
When the target group is
highlighted, release the
mouse.
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- and the group/branch is
moved.

Note: holding down the
Ctrl-key will copy the
group/branch instead of
moving it.

7.8 Define an indicator
The steps to define an indicator are
1. Create the Indicator in a group
2. Edit the indicator
a. Give it a name
b. Assign a script
c. Assign arguments
d. Calculate
3. Save the indicator

7.9 Create an Indicator

To start definition of a new
indicator, right-click a group
node and select “Add New
Indicator”.
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This will open an empty
Indicator view with details
to be filled. The same dialog
is used for editing an
existing indicator

7.10 Define details of a simple indicator

Give it a name and optionally
a description. The name must
be unique within the group.
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Drag a script from the Script
Explorer in the Script
Manager to specify the script
to use ith the indicator

The path of the script is shown.
And the list of parameters is populated based upon detail information from the script.

Each parameter has a name, description and type. Depending on the type the user may define
the input to use. For simple types like integer, float, double, string, boolean the value is
ususally a constant while more complex types may use object references.
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Specify the values to use and
click the Calculate button to
evaluate the script with the
parameters.

The value is calculated

Press the Save button to store
the Indicator definition (script
reference, parameter list and
calculated value).
The Indicator name appears
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in the Indicator Explorer.

Once created the indicator
can be re-calculated.
Right-click and choose
“Calculate” (or select the
indicator in the Explorer and
press F5).
This will update the indicator
with the calculated value.

When an Indicator is selected
in the Explorer the properties
can be seen in the
PropertiesControl – including
the latest calculated value
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7.11 Define details of a more complex indicator
If the parameters of a script are more complex than simple types, e.g. a data series, the
parameter definition can be supplied with drag/drop from the relevant Explorer.

Create a new indicator and drag a script
that takes a data series as input.
The populated parameter list shows the
parameter (in this case named
“dataseries”) with a type of IDataseries.
This represents an entity in the time
series manager.

The value type can in this cas be either “Entity id” or “Entity descriptor”. In both cases the
Value displayed is the path of the value/object, but in the database the specification is
different.
For “Entity id” the Indicator holds the ID of the object, i.e. a guid. For “Entity descriptor” the
database holds the path of the entity.
The ID is constant in case the entity changes name, but will change if the object is deleted and
re-creted with the same name. The path identifies the entity by name and location. The value
type to use will depend upon the nature of the referred entity in order not to break the
Indicator definition.

To specify the data series to use, simply
drag/drop it from the Time series
Explorer into the Value field of the
Indictor
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The Value displays the path of the
entity.

7.12 Too complex scripts
Not all scripts can be used for indicators. The return values of the script must be a simply type
representing a number (integer, float, double).
The below illustrates the behavior if an in-eligible script is being used.
Script AddToSeries takes 2 arguments: a data series and a
number. It runs a tool to add the number to the value of a
series. It returns the new dataseries of type IDataseries.
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An attempt to use the script for an indicator definition
will result in an error dialog informing that only scripts
retuning a number can be used,

If a valid script is being used for the definition of an indicator, and this script then later is
modified in the Script Manager to return other than a number a similar erro will occur when
attempting to calculate the indicator
If for instance AverageOfSeries returns something the
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than the average number evaluation of it will display this
pop-up.
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8 Daily Procedures for BSD/ WRD Engineers
This section describes the daily routine procedures to be follows by the concern engineers while
using the KBS.

8.1 Overview
Details of the individual procedures can be found in the How to… sections.
A.

System Checks

1. Observe and Report Error Messages, if any
2. Start the KBS – Setup Change (if required), Log In (User-ID / Password)
3. Checking the RT Database is updated
A. Check if all Hydro-met Time Series are being received
i. Data Broker Log
see How to check DataBroker Log?
Locate some of the real-time time series and inspect them by
ii. Last Time Step
see How to check last time step?
iii. Plot the TS
B. Quality Check
i. Plot the TS and look for any abnormality
and How to inspect for abnormalities?
ii. Missing Values
see How to check for missing values?
4. Checking data for running the Models
A. QPF (Quantified Precipitation Forecast)
i. Change Log
see How to inspect change log?
ii. Last Time Step
see How to check last time step?
iii. Plot the TS
B. Reservoir Levels
i. Change Log
see How to inspect change log?
ii. Last Time Step
see How to check last time step?
iii. Plot the TS
C. Results are being received
i. Change Log
see How to inspect change log?
ii. Last Time Step
see How to check last time step?
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iii. Plot the TS

B.

Forecast

1. Check QPF .pdf Files
see How to check QPF?
2. Check if the Forecast results are updated
3. Check if the Web Server is running
see How to check if website is updated?
4. Check if the Results in Web Site are updated
see How to check if website is updated?
C.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
D.

Crop Water Requirement
Resampling of relevant Time Series e.g. (daily TS for Crop Water Requirements)
Checking the Resampled TS
Check / Change Input parameters for CWR module
Run the Module and Generate results
Check the results / Ready for Publishing
System Administration

10. Database Backup
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8.2 How to…
8.2.1

How to log in?
Go to start menu  All Programs  DHI Solution Software DHI Solution Software
Platform 2.2. This will open the Knowledge Base Database Log in Window as shown
below.

The first time you must Click on the Setup tab, a new window will open in which one must
add details for the connection based on the name of database you have created and the
server name which is shown below.
Log In with default User Name and Password or else Username and Password can be
changed from setting.
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The welcome screen coming after log in to KBS Database is shown below.

8.2.2

How to check last time step?
We can check whether data is updated or not by selecting the TS from respective group
under Time Series Explorer and then at right hand side Properties tool bar will display the
details like “Last Time Step”, “Number of Time Step”.
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8.2.3

How to check DataBroker Log?
The online data is retrieved /updated in the Time Series file which anyone can see through
Data Broker Log. The Driver installed on the computer can automatically read the data from
input file (Here it is CSV file) and update the data based on the time step interval. One must
have to add the all Real Time Series file to data broker log, and then only update can start.
Once the Time Series file is added to log, in right hand side Properties dialog need to specify
the CSV file and spread sheet path. Below is the window showing Ambeghar Rainfall station
is added to Data Broker and it is updating value for the 1 minute time step interval.

8.2.4

How to make time series quality check?
The updated data can be checked adding the Time Series into table. Right click on Time
Series which have to be checked and select “add to new table option” which is shown the
screen dumped below. So latest data update can be checked with added date and value.
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8.2.5

How to inspect for abnormalities?
Sometimes due to error in sensor or relay or manual input if any, abnormal values are
updated in database, which can be identified by plotting the TS. Following plot shows the
water level at Bhatghar reservoir 62328 m owing the data entry error, which actually is
623.28m.
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8.2.6

How to check for missing values?
Missing values or data gaps in updated data are indicated in RED fill as shown in the below.
window

Missing Values

8.2.7

How to inspect change log?
When any changes are done in data, the log is created for every change made in the data.
This can be seen in properties dialog at R.H.S as seen below.
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8.2.8

How to check if website is updated?
Open this link in a web-browser http://rtsfros.com/Krishna/Source/Krishna.htm
If it opens like this the web-site is active:

Check the dates of the time series. They should be recent.
8.2.9

How to check QPF?
Look into the c:\floodwatch\QPF folder in the modelling machine. Sort files by date
(descending). Then the newest files will be shown at the top:
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Check the date of the ASCII and PDF files – they should be from “today”.
Verify also that the size of the ASCII file is similar size as previous files. If it is smaller it will
indicate the QPF forecast is incomplete and a new file should be obtained from Bangkok:
(www.rimes.int), Email to: itesh@rimes.int. Sype name: iteshdas.
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8.2.10 How to check Forecast Results?
When doing a manual forecast you should check the results by browsing the webpage locally
before uploading it to the web. Do so by clicking the “Web page” button in the “RTSF &
ROS” application.

It will open the web-browser on the local files where results can be inspected:
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9 Periodical Procedures to import Satellite data, DEM in KBS
9.1 Steps to Download SRTM DEM DATA
1. Go to http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/

2. Click on SRTM Data Search and Download.
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3. Select any one of the servers from which data will be downloaded.

4. There are multiple methods to select the tiles.
i.
Multiple Selection: Allows many tiles to be selected at random locations.
ii.
Enable Mouse Drag: With mouse drag, an area can be selected. This area will be
Marked on the Map. Only one area can be selected at a time.
iii.
User can input co-ordinates of their choice, in different modes (Decimal Input,
Deg/Min/Sec). Minimum and Maximum extremes have to be specified for both
longitude and latitude.
After selecting proper tiles, click on “
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Click Here to Begin search”
5. List of all selected tiles will be shown.

6. Click on “Data Download (FTP)” or “Data Download (HTTP)” individually to download
the data.
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9.2 Steps to Download IRS LISS-III data from NRSC Open EO Data Archive

1. Go to http://bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in/bhuvan_links.html

2. Click on NRSC Open EO Data Archive.
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3. Click on Login shown in red rectangular box.

4. Login with your credentials (Username and Password). First times users can register as
New User to get Login Credentials.

5. After successfully logging in, select appropriate Radio button to select LISS III data /
AiWIFS data / CartoSAT DEM data accordingly. After selecting desired radio button, all
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images will be shown by Yellow rectangles in map shown at right hand ride. The tools
shown on map for positioning and zooming in and out can be used accordingly.

6. Select area of interest by using Latitudes and Longitudes in Bounding box / Toposheet
number / Tiles / Interactive drawing. Selected area would be bounded by RED boundary.

If using the Interactive drawing, click on start before starting to draw and double click
after completion of drawing to select tiles covered by drawing.
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Interactive drawing

Double click after drawing so that tiles get selected. After selecting the desired tiles
(images), click on next.
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7. The list of the selected images will be shown with the details. Use the scroll bars to view
entire list and the information/buttons associated.

8. Click on View under column Thumbnail to quickly have a look at the image or click on
individual “Download” button to download the images. A total of 16 images per
username can be downloaded per day.
The option “Save to Backlog” can be used to save the list of selected images which can
be downloaded later.
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Landsat ETM data can be downloaded from different gateways:
1. Global Land Cover Facility (GLCF - http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml)
2. Earth Explorer (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/)
3. Global Visualization Viewer (GloVis - http://glovis.usgs.gov/)

The satellite data are readily available in TIFF format. A typical Landsat-7 data has 8 bands, as
shown below, for example.
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9.3 Steps to import Raster data in KBS

Raster information can be seen for single bands by opening them in ArcGIS and opening the
Properties of the file. All Landsat-7 single band files have Pixel Depth of 8 Bits.

9.3.1

Creating False Colour Composites (FCCs)

In ArcGIS, any 3 bands can be added to create a FCC. For Standard FCC, Bands 2, 3, and 4 has to
be used. To create FCCs, Composite Bands tool from ArcToolbox can be used as shown.
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While creating the FCCs, care has to be taken to specify the desired output format of the composite
band. Various export formats are available (TIFF, JPEG, BIL etc.).
If we need the composite band in TIFF format, the output file name has to be followed by extension
‘.tif’ as shown below.

The properties of the Composite Band created are shown below. It can be seen that the Pixel Depth of
the TIFF format FCC is 8 Bits and the image is compressed (LZW).

If we do not specify the file format while creating FCCs, the output file will be in GRID Stack 7.x
format by default. The Properties of such a file are as shown below. It differs from TIFF file in
following aspects:
Pixel Depth - 16 Bits
Compression – None (Hence the size is double that of TIFF file)
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9.3.2

Converting other file formats into TIFF format

Raster datasets of other formats such as .img, .jpg, .bil etc. can be converted into TIFF format in
ArcGIS. The steps to be followed for conversion are:
1. Right click on the file in Table of Contents and select Data > Export Data
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2. In the Export Raster Data dialog box, choose TIFF as the format of the output file.

9.3.3

Importing Raster Datasets into KBS

KBS software can import raster datasets of ASCII Grid format, Image files, and TIFF files. Preferred
format for working with satellite imageries and DEMs is TIFF.
The procedure to import rasters into KBS is explained below:
1. In the GIS Explorer, click on the ‘Raster Database’

2. In the Tools Explorer, various options for importing rasters get highlighted. Select ‘Import
from TIFF file’ and click on ‘Run’ in Properties window.
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3. In the TIFF File Import window, browse the paths for the image, word file and choose the
coordinate system. After clicking on ‘Execute’, the raster gets imported.

Below figure shows the LISS-III FCC after importing into KBS software.
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Below figure shows the SRTM DEM after importing into KBS software.
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